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April 28, 2016 

 

 

The Honorable John F. Kerry 

Secretary of State 

U.S. Department of State 

2201 C Street NW 

Washington, DC 20520 

 

 

Dear Mr. Secretary, 

 
On behalf of the World Information Technology and Services Alliance (WITSA), we 

respectfully request your intervention to help secure the release of Mr. Nizar Zakka, a U.S. 

permanent resident of Lebanese citizenship imprisoned in Tehran, Iran. Mr. Zakka, an 

information and communication (ICT) technology consultant, has led ICT for development 

projects funded from organizations from corporations like Cisco and Microsoft, to the US 

State Department.  

 

Mr. Zakka is one of WITSA’s directors and a vice-chairman of WITSA’s Middle East, 

Northern Africa region.  Mr Zakka did not return from Tehran after participating in the 

Second International Conference & Exhibition on Women in Sustainable Development on 

September 18, 2015.   

 

As background information, WITSA is the leading consortium of ICT industry 

associations from 82 countries and economies around the world. As you know, ICT is the 

key driver of the Global Economy. Our members represent over 90 percent of the ICT 

industry worldwide.  

 

Mr. Zakka is also one of the founding members of The Arab ICT Organization – IJMA3, 

which was formed to represent a regional alliance of ICT organizations across the Middle 

East and North Africa (MENA). Today, the member organizations represent 18 ICT 

organizations, across 14 countries. In addition to being an advocate for the ICT industry, 

IJMA3 works on projects in the field of ICT for Development (ICT4D), which aim to 

promote income generating opportunities and improved livelihoods for people across the 

MENA region, particularly youth. 
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WITSA is very concerned about Mr. Zakka’s personal safety, his family and-well-being.   

It is very important that this matter be resolved as quickly as possible. We have been 

informed that Mr. Nizar is no longer allowed any contact with his own family or legal 

counsel. He has also been on a hunger strike since March 13th and is in failing health.  

 

WITSA has attempted to start a dialogue with the Government of Iran by requesting a 

meeting with His Excellency Gholamali Khoshroo, Ambassador of the Republic of Iran to the 

United Nations. We believe it is in Iran’s interest to release Mr. Zakka as his arrest will 

undoubtedly chill and discourage future travel, business opportunities and investment in 

Iran.  Any unstable business environment, most particularly subjecting business leaders to 

the risk of arrest, will most certainly curtail and discourage business. Unfortunately, our 

call for a meeting with the Ambassador has been repeatedly ignored.  

 

Unfortunately, the Lebanese government has also failed their responsibility to provide any 

assistance or support to Nizar. We kindly request that you intervene personally with the 

Iranian leadership to obtain Nizar’s freedom, both as a humanitarian and a moral issue. 

 

We would greatly appreciate your assistance in this important matter and welcome any 

feedback from your Office.  

 

Respectfully yours,  

      
Santiago Gutierrez                               Dr James H Poisant 

Chairman       Secretary General 

WITSA       WITSA 

 


